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Dear Convener

As stated in the Scottish Government's (SG) Youth Employment strategy, published in June
2012, we have worked and continue to with any organisation, company or individual who
shares our commitment to support Scotland's young people from those with minimal
qualifications to young graduates. This collaborative approach to supporting our young
people into employment is evident in the varied types of youth employment programmes
which this Government supports.

The Scottish Government fully recognises the need to ensure that programmes designed to
improve youth employability deliver meaningful results and that they are formally evaluated
to ensure that they are in line with the national performance framework and that lessons
learned are captured. Please find attached in Annex A an outline of the programmes which
are making a positive difference to youth employability together with an update of their
outcomes.

Scotland's young people are not a homogenous group, they face a range of challenges and
a one size fits all solution will not deliver for all of our young people. As we have previously
outlined, youth unemployment is a complex problem that necessitates a range of policy
interventions to support different needs of our young people and potential employers.

Therefore the youth employability programmes, such as the Youth Employment Scotland
Fund (YESF) and Community Jobs Scotland (CJS) sit alongside other options such as
Modern Apprenticeships or College courses to offer range of alternatives which are designed
to target these different types of young people.

It would not be appropriate to directly compare the outcomes of these programmes to
determine which have been the most successful without full consideration of the challenges
faced by the target group of young people and employers but what we can provide is the
evidence we have on how these initiatives are delivering.
We have allocated over £125m from 2012/13 to 2014/15 to support young people towards
and into work. We are also currently investing £63.7m of European Structural Funds to
support employability initiatives worth £169.6m in some of the most disadvantaged parts of
the country (2007-2014).
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Annex A
SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO EDUCATION AND CULTURE COMMITTEE
REPORT ON DRAFT BUDGET 2014-15 (From Michael Russell MSP, Cabinet Secretary
for Education and Lifelong Learning)

YOUTH EMPLOYABILITY COMMITMENTS

12. The Committee requires an analysis of which specific programmes have
been most successful at improving youth employability, including short term
initiatives and previous initiatives that have now concluded.12.. In short, we seek
better evidence on outcomes, in line with the ethos of the national performance
framework.

Community Jobs Scotland
Community Jobs Scotland (CJS), which is delivered by the Scottish Council for Voluntary
Organisations (SCVO) and the Scottish Social Enterprise Council (SSEC) in partnership with the
SG has to date delivered 4,000 employment opportunities to young people throughout the third
sector.

An evaluation of Phase 2 of the programme, published in January 2014, by the Training and
Employment Research Unit (TERU) at Glasgow University concluded "that CJS remains a
valuable employability programme as it creates good quality and diverse job opportunities in
supportive environments for unemployed young people across 32 of Scot/and's local
eutnorities'", The evaluation also highlighted that of the 1,290 CJS employees who either
completed their CJS contract or left early who have currently completed Phase 2 by the time of
the report:

• 39% entered employment:
• 9% entered further education or training; and
• 6% engaged in volunteering.

The report concludes that CJS remains a valuable programme that has been well received by
both young unemployed and employers and the SG's continued investment in the programme is
making a difference to the lives of young people.

SCVO have recently informed the SG that the overall figures for Phase 2 show that 69.7% of CJS
young people moved into positive outcomes. Of which 46.5% of young people were retained by their
employer.

As CJS has developed, the programme has been refined to support those who need it the most
with ring fencing to ensure young people with a disability or a long term health condition are
being given opportunities too.

On 19 February 2014 the First Minister announced additional £4 million to fund Phase 4 of CJS.
Up to 1,200 young people will be supported through this Phase of the programme. A number of
changes to improve and strengthen the delivery of the programme have been developed into
Phase 4. These improvements include the recommendations from the aforementioned
evaluation and the discussions that have taken place with key stakeholders such as Scottish
Local Authority Economic Development group (SLAED), Skills Development Scotland, Jobcentre
Plus and the SG.

1 http://www.sevo.org.u k/employmentlevaluation-of -eommunity-jobs-seotland-phase-2-2012-20 13/
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Youth Employment Scotland
This Government acted swiftly in response to the European Commission's call to Member States
to utilise uncommitted European Funds to critically high levels of youth employment across
Europe. We regret that we could not go further and adopt the Commission's European Youth
Guarantee to offer all young people up to age of 25 a job, continued education, apprenticeships
or traineeship within four months of becoming unemployed.

Youth Employment Scotland Fund (YESF) was part funded from unallocated resources from the
European Social Fund and has successfully moved forward the SG's commitment to help
unemployed 16-24 year olds into work and has been developed to integrate and link fully with
the SG's existing employability and skills programmes. The initiative will provide up to 10,000
young people in Scotland, with an enhanced package of support from day one of unemployment
supporting individuals to move into sustained employment.

To-date £19m has been allocated to support the 32 Local Authorities.

As this programme runs over two financial years and has not completed its first 12 months we
have not undertaken an evaluation of the project. Officials are working closely with COSLA and
Local Authorities through SLAED to continue to ensure the up-take of jobs is maximised for the
remainder of the programme and will be speaking to COSLA about any evaluation towards the
end of the programme.

College Reform
A fundamental objective of our college reforms is to ensure the sector is sharply focussed on
improving the employability of young people. To that end we have asked colleges to target
resource on recognised qualifications for young people and to work closely with employers to
ensure courses deliver the skills our economy needs to grow. Targets are set and progress is
monitored by the Scottish Funding Council through the outcome agreement process.

Even though reform is not yet complete, it is clear that colleges have already made progress.
Structural reform means that Scotland is now served by colleges of very significant scale and
influence. Many institutions are already capitalising on this new stature to achieve better
outcomes for learners by e.g. working in partnership with major employers and negotiating much
clearer articulation routes with universities.

The latest data from the Scottish Funding Council also provides encouraging early indicators of
progress:

• in 2012/13 95% of teaching hours were delivered on courses leading to a recognised
qualification a 6 point increase since 2006/07;

• the number of funded FTE students studying recognised qualifications is up almost 2,000
from 108,070 in 2006/7 to 109,793 in 2012/13;

• of these, the number studying HNCs or HNDs, qualifications highly prized by employers,
is up almost 4,000 from 29,966 in 2006/7 to 33,873 in 2012/13.

This data shows that more students are leaving college with the qualifications and skills they
need to enter the labour market. Looking forward, it is likely that the college sector will playa
key role in implementing the recommendations of the Wood Commission.

Targeted Employer Recruitment Incentive
In December 2011 the SG announced £1.5m would be invested over 3 years in an Employer
Recruitment Incentive (ERI) for targeted young people who experience significant barriers to
employment, for young people 16-24 who are care leavers, disabled, young carers or ex-young
offender to sustain employment, including undertaking a modern apprenticeship. Employers can
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be given £1,500 for recruiting a young person from the target group. Alongside this incentive,
Skills Development Scotland (SDS) offer funding of up to £500 per young person for additional
employability support which will be tailored to the needs of the individual, for example training,
mentoring and coaching

If the employer is a small business or social enterprise and is able to create a job for that young
person, in addition to the Targeted ERI, they will be eligible for the employer recruitment
incentives funded by the YESF and available from local authorities. This provides half the wage
for the first six months of a new job for an unemployed young person.

The incentive of £1,500 per individual is offered through SDS and delivered by a number of
expert organisations, including Action for Children, Barnardo's, Carers Trust, Workers Education
Association, Cornerstone and Enable/Open Doors Consortium, working collaboratively to cover
the whole of Scotland.

In August 2013 the SG announced an additional £50,000 to support young people with additional
support needs.

The target is to support 1,000 young people over the 3 years. While it is too soon to know the
exact outcomes from the programme, stakeholders such as Enable have publically welcomed
the programme stating that:

Peter Scott, ENABLE Scotland Chief Executive, said:
"ENABLE Scotland applauds the Scottish Government for extending this funding for employers,
which will help many more young people who have a learning disability secure employment and
make their aspirations to work a reality. We are currently working with around 1,100 young
people throughout Scotland, helping them get ready to enter the job market and this extra money
will help more employers support more young people into the workforce.

Sampling of outcomes by some of the Providers certainly shows the positive impact to date. For
example

• Barnardo's tracked 37 starts and 70% are in a positive destination 12 months afterwards.
• Action for Children sampled 71 starts and of these 63% were in a positive destination

beyond the 13 weeks of the project
• Carers Trust have tracked 22 young who completed the 13 weeks and of these 82% are

in positive destinations.

Commonwealth Games Legacy Employer Recruitment Incentive
On 10 March 2012 First Minister announced a £10 million legacy facilities fund and a £5 million youth
employment initiative giving up to 2,500 young people the opportunity to gain employment
opportunities at the major events Scotland will host in the years to come.

The £5 million fund, focussed on youth employment, has been split between two initiatives: an
Employment Recruitment Incentive (ERI) and a volunteering/employability qualification programme
'Scotland's Best'.

We are offering a £1,500 ERI for all MA frameworks which support our cultural, events, sporting and
tourism sectors across Scotland. This will encompass all frameworks with an element of
sport/culture included or that support the sports industry in Scotland i.e. retail, events management,
hospitality etc. This will avoid state aid problems and ensure a gender balance, which could have
been skewed towards young men, had we only included sport.

The ERI is being delivered through SOS. SOS delivered 426 Apprenticeship starts via this ERI in
year 1 - 2012/13, with another 353 MA starts in this year 2013/14 (up to end of January 2013). In
order to get the biggest return for the investment we have targeted the incentive at small businesses.
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In addition we are targeting this incentive at the 16 - 19 year old cohort, the group who will most
benefit from employability skills and training as they progress from school into the workplace.

The ERI is available now until March 31 2015. SDS has provided information on the ERion their
website: http://www.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uklour-services/services-for-
employers/recruitmentlemployer-recruitment-incentive.aspx and through their ourskillsforce
employers website http://www.ourski''sforce.co.uklrecruitlemp'oyer-recruitment-incentivel

Scotland's Best is the second strand of the 2014 legacy fund; an employability programme designed
to create training and volunteering opportunities linked to the cultural and sporting events Scotland
has the privilege to host in the coming years. (2013 - 2015) Scotland's Best will give young people
the opportunity to gain valuable skills and experience to help them get, stay and progress in
education, further training or employment. This will ensure young people in Scotland benefit from the
Games coming to Scotland, now, during games time and following the games.

In addition to quality volunteering and work placement opportunities for 1,000 young people aged 16
- 24, Scotland's Best will provide accredited training. The qualification offered to individuals will differ
depending on delivery organisation but will be at SCQF level 4. The award will be one of the
following: SDS Certificate of Work Readiness, Level 4 Employability Award (SQA) or Level 4
Employability and Personal Development Award (City & Guilds).

The SG and SDS are currently finalising up to 50 volunteering places for eligible young people, from
across Scotland, at the Ryder Cup at Gleneagles in September 2014, through Scotland's Best. A
proposal has been put to Ryder Cup Europe and we are awaiting final agreement and sign off on
logistical concerns i.e. accommodation etc. We wish to offer the 50 places to young people from
across Scotland. RCE have waived their volunteering fee for these young people.

Scotland's Best will be a two year initiative running April 2013 - April 2015, supporting up to 1000
young people throughout Scotland at approx. £1664 per person. Up to Quarter 3 in 2013/14
Scotland's Best has had 365 starts.

Young people can find contact details for providers delivering the programme in their local area on
the My World of Work web service hosted by SDS; they may also be referred to a Scotland's Best
place via an SDS adviser or JCP adviser.

Both the ERI and Scotland's Best's outcomes are being measured and evaluated through the
overall Games Legacy evaluation programme however, dependent on programme spend, more
specific detailed evaluation of the programmes may be undertaken.

Training For Work Schemes

(a) Pre-employment Training

Access to pre-employment skills training is essential both for those nearest the labour market
and for those who face barriers to employment. Recent Consultation exercises (Putting
Learners at the Centre and Making Training Work Better, both Autumn 2011) identified the
opportunity to achieve increased progressions for participants towards and into employment
though better alignment of funded provision at a national and regional level.

Activity Agreements are focussed on young people who on leaving school are not likely to enter a
positive destination. An Activity Agreement is an agreement between a young person and an advisor
that the young person will take part in a programme of informal learning and activity, which helps
them to become ready for formal learning or employment. Targeted at those young people who are
not in education, employment or training, Activity Agreements (AAs) provide 'stepping stone'
provision, which includes intensive advice and guidance, in a community or third-sector setting for
those young people who are not ready or able to access formal learning post-16. Over 2500 young
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people took part in an activity agreement in 2012/13, 40% of which had no prior qualifications. 70% of
those who took part achieved a positive destination.

Launched on 1 April 2013, the Employability Fund has brought together existing SG investment
in pre-employment training with the fundamental aim of improving outcomes for unemployed
people across Scotland. Prescriptive programmes, such as Get Ready for Work (GRfW) and
Training for Work, have been replaced by an approach which requires training providers,
including colleges, to demonstrate how their employability provision will deliver outputs and
outcomes for the needs of learners against the strategic skills pipeline and the needs of
employers. The lack of prescription gives greater flexibility to training providers, including
colleges, to adapt to local needs and opportunities whilst reducing bureaucracy.

As the Employability Fund is still at the early stages of delivery, the programme has not yet been
evaluated. SG, together with SDS and SFC, recognise the need to review the performance of
the fund and are working collaboratively to develop plans for a formative evaluation which will
take place during the first half of 2014/15.

In 2013-14 the budget for the EF is £52m. This is made up of 2 distinct tranches, with £34m to be
contracted by SDS and £18m to be allocated directly to colleges by SFC. Under Tranche 1 £6m of
the funding contracted by SDS is ringfenced for the college sector in while the remainder was subject
to open procurement. This tranche will deliver 17,150 individual training places (made up of 14,500
places through open procurement and 2,650 placed ringfenced for the college sector).

Under Tranche 2 Mr Russell announced (December 2012) that in 2013/14 £18m of the college
element of the Employability Fund would be administered by the SFC in order to provide the college
sector with stability at a time of significant change. SFC were asked to deliver 7,950 places during AY
2013/14. This funding is allocated to college regions in line with the SFCs funding procedures. An
increased and increasing focus on outcomes and efficiency will come through evolving Outcome
Agreement negotiations.

As still in the early stages there is not a great deal of outcome data available, however there were
12,464 starts on the Employability Fund between 1 April and 27 December 2013.

(b) Modern Apprenticeships
The Modern Apprenticeship (MA) programme is one successful way in which this government
continues to address youth employment. We have committed to offer 25,000 new MA starts in
each year of the current parliament, and have in fact exceeded this ambitious target in both
2011/12 and again in 2012/13. We are on track for achieving this year's target - 19,124 have
already been supported to undertake an MA between 1 April and 27 December 2013.

Although the programme is open to all ages, the majority (77%) of MA starts in 2012/13 were
aged 16-24. There have been achievement rates of above 65% since 2007/8 in the face of
challenging economic circumstances with achievement rates at 75% in 2011/12 and 77% in
2012/13.

All apprentices must be employed, and SG MA funding represents a contribution towards the
cost of training the apprentice, with the employer retaining responsibility for the apprentice's
wages, as well as any balance of training costs.

SDS research shows of those who complete apprenticeships, 92% are in work 6 months later,
and 79% are in full time employment. Employer research undertaking by SDS shows that 96%
of employers reported that those who completed an MA were better able to do their jobs.
We are also continuing our Adopt an Apprentice initiative, which encourages employers to take
on an apprentice who has been made redundant to allow them to complete their apprenticeship.
The response of employers across Scotland has been superb and we have been able to support
applications through Adopt an Apprentice 2012/13 up to end December 2013.
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Graduate Placement/Recruitment Programmes

The SG is fully committed to tackling unemployment and underemployment among young graduates.

Graduates are a vital component of our economic growth. Our priority is to ensure that all our
graduates have the support they need to move into long term, sustainable employment. To this aim,
we are engaging with representatives from the higher education sector to support their excellent work
with employers from all of Scotland's key industries, to improve opportunities for graduates.

Graduate placement programmes work well, with a 75-92% success rate in converting placements to
permanent jobs. They provide essential, high quality work experience to help graduates get a foot on
the career ladder and are one way of reducing unemployment and underemployment.

(a) ScotGrad

ScotGrad is a joint programme administered and funded by Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE)
and Scottish Enterprise (SE). Other partners include SDS, the Scottish Funding Council (SFC), the
Association of Graduate Careers Advisory Services (AGCAS) and SG.

It is the successor to the TalentScotland Graduate Placement Programme which ran for 3 years from
October 2010 to August 2013 and placed 610 graduates across Scotland. The total funding for the
programme amounts to just under £4.4 million. The conversion rate to permanent jobs following
placement was 75% in the HIE area and 92% in SE areas.

Funding for ScotGrad (provided by SE, HIE, SFC and SDS) is likely to reach approximately £3.4
million over the first 2 years. Whilst SE has secured funding for 3 years from August 13, HIE is
currently only funded until March 2015. The project aims to provide circa 620 placements over the
duration of the project. The programme matches skilled graduates with ambitious growing Scottish
businesses to undertake innovative projects which the companies would otherwise not progress.
Projects are designed to benefit the company's growth plan.

Graduates receive a minimum salary pro rata to £16,000 per annum and placements vary in length
between 3 and 12 months. Each graduate receives dedicated entrepreneurship training delivered by
Robert Gordon University and the University of Strathclyde (funded by SFC).

In a variation from the previous TalentScotland programme, ScotGrad also accepts placements for
young people with HNC and HND qualifications.

(b) Graduate Employment - Business Growth

This is a joint initiative run by the Scottish Chambers of Commerce (SCC) and Adopt an Intern
Limited (AAI), funded by £1.2 million from the SG. The two organisations will work together on
various aspects of the programme, including marketing and monitoring success. The two separate
projects involved are:

(i) Adopt an Intern - paid graduate internships:
AAI will place 270 graduates in financial year 2013-14 into good quality, paid internships. In addition
AAI received funding of over £500,000 from the SG in the previous 3 years, creating over 400
placements. They celebrated the placement of their 500th intern in December 2013. The conversion
rate to permanent jobs from the programme is c75%. An evaluation of their performance indicated
that in 2012/13-

o 13% of graduates were still looking for work after 12 months.
o 76% of graduate interns found permanent work following their internship.
o 75% interns had found work within 3 months.
o 97% found work within 6 months of their internship.
o 100% said that their internship was integral to them finding graduate-level employment.
o 52% of employed interns stayed with their AAI employer.
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In 2013/14 the evaluation showed that:

o 3% of graduates were still looking for work after 12 months.
o 76% of graduate interns found permanent work following their internship.
o 77% interns had found work within 3 months.
o 97% found work within 6 months of their internship.
o 99% said that their internship was integral to them finding graduate-level employment.
o 52% of employed interns stayed with their AAI employer.

There is significant demand of place, in 2012-13 - 3360 applications received in 12 months and in
2013-14 - 5357 applications received in 10 months.

It is also worth noting that AAI has been nominated in 2 categories of the Scottish Business Awards
2014 - 'Growth Strategy of the Year' and' Female Entrepreneur of the Year'.

(ii) Scottish Chambers of Commerce - Graduate Recruitment Incentives:
A Graduate Recruitment Incentive of £1,500 is being offered to participating businesses for each
graduate permanently employed (the jobs must be permanent and offer a minimum salary of
£14,000). SCC aims to provide 270 permanent positions for graduates with small/micro/medium
sized businesses by the end of May 2014. Other aims of this initiative were to assist with the skills
development within this set of businesses through direct recruitment support assistance; and to
further promote a culture of engagement between graduates and small businesses through the
development of a new model to help fill the skills gap / decision making process on careers choice.

A similar project funded by SG in 2012-13 (£505,000) provided graduate incentives of £3,000 to
businesses to provide permanent employment for 95 graduates. An evaluation showed that:

• 71% of GRI recruits were either unemployed or underemployed before achieving a
permanent, graduate level position through this initiative.

• The Pilot was successful in championing high-quality graduate positions for Scottish
graduates.

• 60% of GRI graduates are on a salary of £16,000 or more.
• 49% of businesses which recruited were micros of 1-9 employees.
• 93% of GRI employers rated the work readiness of graduates as good to excellent.
• 83% of graduates confident they will use their skills appropriately within their new positions.

(c) Environmental Placement Programme

The Environmental Placement Programme (EPP), supported by the SG (£55k per annum), places
students with Scottish businesses to undertake projects with an environmental focus. It provides
businesses with focused, low-cost practical environmental support, whilst providing students with
paid work experience in a commercial environment.

(d) sevo - Third Sector Internships Scotland (TSIS) - Equalities Internships

Equality Interns is providing 150 internships for unemployed young people aged 18 - 30 with a HND
qualification or above. The programme is targeted at people with disabilities and long-term health
conditions and young people from ethnic minority communities. The programme will provide a 3
month project focussed internship with a third sector organisation. Internships will be for 35 hours
per week and are paid at NMW. The programme has received £636,688 from 2013 - 2015.

(e) Third Sector Internships Scotland (TSIS)

TSIS is a partnership involving SCVO, Queen Margaret University (OMU) and the Open University.
OMU are the grant holder but funding for the project was provided by SFC under its Learning to

Work 2 Project. The project comes to an end in September 2014 and SFC is currently considering
whether funding for placement programmes should be continued. It is expected that TSIS will
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exceed the overall target number of internships, with at least 271 internships anticipated to complete
by July 2014. Demand has consistently outstripped the available internships with over 6,444
applications have been made for the 271 internships initiated to date. Students have been able to
link the internship experience to their studies, directly via dissertations and projects and indirectly via
skills development and application.

(e) Bright Green Business (BGB)

BGB manages and delivers the Environmental Placement Programme (EPP) on an annual basis.
The programme offers valuable and practical work experience opportunities for students and new
graduates by linking them with host companies to undertake environmental projects to help
participating companies realise cost savings associated with improved environmental management.
Each year the programme delivers around 60 placements across Scotland.

OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL COMMITMENTS.

The Committee sought further information on whether (a) sufficient funding would be
made available in the event of 33,000 a large proportion of young people not in
education, employment or training took up an OFA offer and (b) whether there has
been any underspend of budgets associated with OFA. (Para 24)

Further the Committee sought further explanation of the outcomes that OFA is
expected to deliver', and how future policy development would be informed by the
success of the various types of offer under OFA. (para 26)

It may be helpful to discuss these two areas together.

We introduced our Opportunities for All commitment to guarantee an offer of a place in
learning or training for any 16-19 year old who wants one in April 2012, with the aim of
engaging those not in employment, training or learning by giving them the opportunity to
develop the skills needed in the labour market.

We recognise that the members of this group have very different reasons for not being
engaged in the labour market or in learning and have developed a wide range of
interventions to help support their transition into the workforce.

I have included below a briefing note based on the Annual Population Survey which offers
some greater detail into the youth unemployment and some sub analysis of the this group for
the committee's information.
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Budgets and Underspend

The committee raised concern about available funding should a substantial proportion of the
33,000 group take up their offer.

We have marshalled over £120m from 2012/13 to 2014/15 to support young people towards
and into work and maximised funding for Opportunities for All with £30m funding (2012-15).

Within the 33,000 group many individuals will be in a position of transition (such as changing
course, jobs or training opportunity) and many will take up further or new opportunities. This
is already being supported through existing budgets to helping young people into new or
further learning and training opportunities. Support through a range of possible interventions
including Activity Agreements to support those furthest away from employability, those
requiring training support from the employability fund, and opportunities through community
jobs Scotland to help move them into positive sustainable outcomes.

Analysis of the Annual Population Survey shows that just over half of the fall over the year to
Oct'12-Sep'13 in youth unemployment for those 16-24 year olds who were not in full time
education can be attributed to the 16-19 year old group. The fall over the year for the 16-24
year olds was 8,500, of which 4,400 was attributable to the 16-19 year olds. The committee
also queried the level of underspend from OfA budgets.

While all targets on demand led employability schemes were met, timing issues meant that
associated expenditure was less than anticipated in 2012-13. The level of investment is
however being maintained by reprofiling existing Education and Lifelong Learning resources.

Future Policy development

For Opportunities for All to be most effective and it is important to better understand those
within 33,000 group and the engagement cycles of this group. A greater understanding will
allow us to make more targeted, proactive policy interventions. To this ends we are working
to embed a national approach to sharing information to identify which individuals are not
engaged and explore in more detail the characteristics of the group. The Post-16 Education
(Scotland) Act provisions on data sharing will improve the monitoring of outcomes of all
young people. These new duties, which will commence in May 2014, will improve partners'
ability to identify which individuals are in need of support and more proactively engage them.

Further we have recently awarded a contract to the University of St Andrew to systematically
investigate the geographies, risk factors and consequences of not being in employment,
education or training on young people over the past 2 decades. If the committee felt it helpful
and informal briefing with the researchers to explain the research can be arranged.

In addition Commission for Developing Scotland's Young Workforce, who's Final report due
in April, is expected to recommend stronger vocational pathways for individuals and in
particular support for young people at risk of disengaging from education onto education and
training pathways which lead to sustainable employment. This, informed by the greater
understanding of the group will drive forward the Opportunity for all agenda in the future and
underpin the implementation of future programmes and interventions to effectively drive
forward our focus on reducing historically high levels of youth unemployment.
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Not in Education, Employment or Training (NEET): 16-19 year olds

Where do the NEET figures come from?

The NEET figures come from the Annual Population Survey (APS) and covers the period
January to December 2012. The January to December 2013 NEET figures will be published
as part of the Local Area Labour Market in Scotland publication in May 2014. The Annual
Population Survey combines results from the Labour Force Survey (LFS) and the Scottish
Labour Force Survey boosts. The boosts increase the sample size which means the APS
can provide more robust labour market estimates for Scotland compared to the main LFS,
but it is not as timely. The Scottish Government funds the boost to the LFS sample in
Scotland, taking the sample size from approximately 5,800 households each year to 20,000
households. The APS is the primary source for information on local labour markets providing
headline estimates of employment, unemployment and economic activity. The estimates
from the APS are based on a sample survey; therefore reliability thresholds are taken into
consideration when assessing which data to release, as some estimates can be subject to
greater variation than others.

Calculating the NEET estimate

The APS asks people a series of questions to ascertain whether a person is in employment
or not and also whether they are currently enrolled on an education course (the survey
questionnaire is published by ONS and is available here:

http://www .ons. gov. uk/ons/ gu ide-meth od/method-q ual ity/specific/labou r-market/labou r-
market-statistics/index.html)

The NEET estimates are produced using a methodology consistent with that adopted by the
Office for National Statistics. A person is NEET if they are not in education, employment or
training. In Scotland the 16-19 year old age group is used for the NEET estimates. Other
countries/ regions of the UK use different age groups in their definition. ONS have produced
a paper outlining the UK Estimate of Young People Not in Education, Employment or
Training methodology. It is available here:

http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/method-quality/specific/labour-market/articles-and-
reports/you ng-people-who-are-neet. pdf

Overview of the NEET group

The following diagram gives a breakdown of the NEET group in Scotland by gender and age
group (16-17 year olds and 18-19 year olds). Due to sample size limitations, it is not
possible to further disaggregate the NEET group below the levels shown in the flow diagram:
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248,000
16-19 year aids in Scotland

Females

126,000 (51%)
Males

Females
23,000 (57%)

Males

Females
46,000 (47%)

Males

22,000 (55%)
NEETNotes:

1. Percentages mbfuebcxes showpropocncnot previous
group and are based on unroundedffiUres.

2. Percentages lnwhtte and purp'e boyes s-ow the proportion
in each group and are basedon unroundedflgtxes.

3. levels rounded to nearest thou:sand.
.d. • Theseestimatesshou'dbetreiMedw' hceunon as thee

are subject to ireater variClion than estimates in the other
(ells.

Females
14,000 (64%)

Males

110,000 (44%)
inactive

Males

SOUIU Annuol Population Survey (APS), Jon-Dec 2012, ONS

• Of the 41,000 unemployed 16-19 year olds, 22,000 (55%) are NEET. Therefore 45%
of this group do not fulfil the criteria to be NEET. This is because it is possible to be in
education and actively seeking work. This means they are in education and
unemployed.

• Of the 110,000 economically inactive 16-19 year olds, 11,000 (10%) are NEET.
Therefore 90% of this group do not fulfil the criteria to be NEET. The main reason
given for this is that they were studying and therefore not available for work.

Definitions

Employment: People aged 16 or over are classed as in employment by the LFS, if they
have done at least one hour of paid work in the week prior to their LFS interview or if they
have a job that they are temporarily away from. People who do unpaid work in a family
business and people on Government-supported training and employment programmes are
also included according to the International Labour Organisation (ILO) convention.
Economically inactive: Economically inactive people are not in employment,. This group is
comprised of those who want a job but who have not been seeking work in the last 4 weeks,
those who want a job and are seeking work but not available to start and those who do not
want a job. For example, students not working or seeking work and those in retirement are
classed as economically inactive.
Unemployment: The ILO definition of unemployment covers people who are: not in
employment, want a job, have actively sought work in the previous 4 weeks and are
available to start work within the next fortnight, or, out of work and have accepted a job
which they are waiting to start in.
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